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Protect everything from top to bottom! Ergonomical products, smart 
foot and wrist support that make sure you are in the right position when 
you work. A variety of types of removable carpets and floor coverings 
to prevent unnecessary wear.

ERGONOMICAL PRODUCTS, 
MATS, FLOOR PROTECTION 
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ANTI-FATIGUE MAT 
BUBBLE STANDZON
Ergonomic shaped mat with massage 
function, suits your sit and stand desk. 
The carpet is made of polyurethane 
soundproofing material and comes in 
two sizes.
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Anti-fatigue mat Bubble StandzOn

Anti-fatigue mat Wave StandzOn

Anti-fatigue mat StandzOn

Ergonomic soft mat with massage function. Thickness 14 mm.

Ergonomic soft mat with massage function. Thickness 14 mm.

Ergonomic soft mat produced in polyurethane. Thickness 15 mm.

ANTI-FATIGUE STANDZON
Ergonomically designed mat ideal for standing work. StandzOn is a
soft mat produced in polyurethane which is sound absorbing and relieving.

By standing up and work, you can prevent some diseases, get a better 
posture and higher well being.

ANTI-FATIGUE MAT 
WAVE STANDZON
Wave is a soft ergonomic mat with 
massage properties. The carpet is 
made of polyurethane soundproofing 
material. The carpet is available in two 
different sizes and features a handle 
that allows it to be easily hung on your 
screen when not in use.  
Fits hanging on the ScreenIT A30 
hook, see page 39.
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Anti-fatigue Yoga mat StandzOn
Soft ergonomic mat with cork or textile-clad surface. The core is made 
of absorbent and silencing material polyurethane. Thickness 18 mm.

YOGA MAT STANDZON
Yoga is an ergonomically designed anti-fatigue mat that is ideal for standing work. It is a 
workplace mat made in the absorbent and sound-absorbing polyurethane material.  
The carpet is available in two different sizes and features a handle that allows it to be 
easily hung on your screen when not in use. Fits hanging on the ScreenIT A30 hook, see 
page 39. By standing up and work, you can prevent some diseases, get a better posture 
and higher well being. Why not use Yoga mat to do simple yoga or gymnastics exercises 
at lunch?


